9 Bishan Street 15 Sky Habitat (3BR) owner

We engaged Arte Living Design studio to renovate our home in Sky Habitat in June 2015.
Throughout the entire consultation and renovation process, Arte Living provided excellent service.
Arte Living delivered what they promised to do excellently. We are extremely pleased with their
work and would recommend them to potential clients without any reservation.
We had shortlisted a few well-known home renovation firms before we decided on Arte
Living Design Studio. While speaking to these firms, we found that some wanted to be paid just for
the initial design; others had fixed ideas on the design for our home, while yet others simply did not
understand what we wanted. Indeed, we had many requirements for our home renovation– we
wanted to create lots of storage and yet have free-flowing unobstructed space, we wanted designerstyled built in cupboards and shelves etc. Many of our requirements seemed to contradict each
other and were deemed ‘not possible’ by other designers. However, Arte Living Design Studio took
great effort to understand our ideas. They had the experience and skills to translate the ad-hoc
pictures and notes of our requirements into a design that is not only aesthetically pleasing but also
functional. Many who had visited our home are wowed by their creative design and quality
workmanship.
Carine and Gary complemented each other perfectly. Carine has excellent taste and flair for
design while Gary knows the technical aspects very well. When something we wanted was
technically not possible, they would provide alternative solutions for us to consider. Both are
sincere and honest people; neither manipulative nor calculative. In fact, we trusted them so much
that when the actual renovation started, we were overseas. And our trust was not misplaced for
with their team of skilled and reliable workers and contacts, they delivered our renovated home to
our satisfaction.
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